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RICHARD RISCHAR

A Vision of Love: An Etiquet
of Vocal Ornamentation in

African-American Popular

Ballads of the Early 1990s
Around 1990, buoyed by the success of Bill Cosby's situation comedy and Oprah Winfrey's daytime talk show, there was a renewed visibility of African-American pop culture in the mainstream. Movies
such as Do the Right Thing (1989; directed by Spike Lee) and Boyz 'N
the Hood (1991; directed by John Singleton) represented a point of arrival for black directors. The new Fox network (and, to a lesser extent, NBC) featured the situation comedies Living Single, Martin, and
A Different World, which starred and were, to varying degrees, written, directed, and produced by African-Americans. These shows treated their subject matter in a more unapologetically black way and were
less dependent on the stereotypes of past shows like The Jeffersons or
Good Times, both from the 1970s.1 Another Fox show, In Living Color,

represented a similar increase in the presence of mainstream black
comedians (a way paved in the 1980s by Eddie Murphy). Murphy's
protege, Arsenio Hall, was able to sustain a mainstream talk-show
format from 1989 to 1994 that nevertheless maintained a black point

of view.2 And of course in music, which had never lacked a strong
African-American presence, hip-hop had made a significant mark on

the charts; as a wide range of musicians became familiar with this
music, some began to appropriate aspects of it for their own music,
though not always with great success.
What is significant about all these cultural products is that they demonstrated an unapologetic blackness while still enjoying mainstream
popularity. That is, even if the material seemed to be about and to adRichard Rischar is assistant professor in the Music Department at Dickinson
College (Carlisle, Pa.), where he teaches courses in music history and directs
the Dickinson College Choir.
American Music Fall 2004
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dress African-Americans, white people felt invited in, too. Non-Afri-

can-Americans could learn how to respond to this new material by
judging the responses of black audience members or other cast members. Certainly black musicians, comedians, and actors had long been
a part of America's collective culture. But around 1990 the black presence in popular culture seems to have taken a major step forward.3
This renewed blackness was felt in popular song, both in up-tem-

po dance songs and romantic ballads. The black pop ballad of the
mid- to late 1980s had been dominated by a vocal and production
style that was smooth and polished, led by singers Whitney Hous-

ton, Janet Jackson, and James Ingram.4 With such artists, it was not

uncommon for certain songs to succeed on the mainstream-pop

charts, yet do almost nothing on the r&b charts. James Ingram pro-

vides the best example: "I Don't Have the Heart" (1990) was number
one on the Billboard Top 100 Singles, but peaked at only number fifty-

three on the r&b charts.5

Singers such as Luther Vandross, Freddie Jackson, and Anita Baker utilized more ornamented singing in their music. Notably, their
songs were consistently more successful on the r&b charts than the
pop charts. Baker's "Just Because" (1988), for example, went to number one on the r&b charts, but only to fourteen on the pop charts. 6
Further, "Just Because" and several other Baker hits continue to be
played on black radio, while on pop radio (including adult contemporary stations), Baker's appearances are much more limited. Such
examples might lead one to conclude that if a black singer wanted to
have pop success, she would have to sing "white" and leave such
ornaments behind. However, around 1990 there appeared some singers who could utilize the vocal and production style of mainstream
pop, but these crossover singers started to ornament the melody more.
This ability to ornament is a central component of African-American singers, of course, especially in live performance.7 Compared to
white pop singing of the same period (such as Bryan Adams, Wilson

Phillips [a vocal trio], Madonna, Celine Dion, George Michael, Meat
Loaf, Taylor Dayne, and Michael Bolton),8 vocal ornamentation (as
somewhat distinct from timbre, intensity (belting to breathy), and oth-

er performance aspects) seemed to be more primary to the expression of feeling in African-American pop. To take but one example,
popular music scholars Richard Middleton and Alf Bjornberg both cite
Canadian Bryan Adams's ballads as paradigmatic for mainstream pop

singing. While their methods and goals are not mine here (e.g., aspects of vocal style feature in their analyses, but they do not discuss
ornamentation per se), they both emphasize the degree to which Adams's singing is lyrical, reflective, but husky, weak in high registers,

and containing a remarkable amount of melodic gaps (a choice that
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limits even the potential for ornamentation).9 Other non-black ballad
singers in this period range in style from wispy to belting, but few
utilize very ornate vocal production.
Even within the range of black singing, the black vocal models that
those of the early 1990s drew upon are "ornamenting" singers rather
than "smooth" or relatively uninflected ones. Among them are Aretha
Franklin, Stevie Wonder, and Patti LaBelle, singers who not coincidentally had their own hit ballads in the early '90s.10 These singers,

and others of the early 1990s, share an approach to song form and

particularities of vocal ornamentation, which I term the repertory's

"vocal etiquette.""

Toward a Definition of the Repertory
To some degree, the job of defining the contemporary African-American ballad has already been done by the music industry, by record-

ing merchants, chart makers, and the recording companies them-

selves. While the term ballad has been used to denote several kinds

of poetic and song styles, only since the 1940s has slow tempo been

associated with the ballad.12

Popular music of the early 1990s generally maintained this distinction between the faster-tempo song (including hip-hop), which is the
realm for excitement, flash, and innovation, and the slower-tempo

song, which is more conservative in composition and performance

style. There are a number of interesting counter-examples of this division (a synthesis that would bear fruit in the later '90s and beyond),
but part of the ballad's power resides in its ability to conserve romantic feelings in times of social and sexual uncertainty.13

On radio, television, and in newspapers (including Billboard, the

leading music industry journal), one sees the term ballad used to refer to a popular song with a relatively slow tempo (quarter = 72 and
below in 4/4 meter) and a text about love, predominantly romantic

(sometimes colloquially referred to as "slow jams"). Ballads, for the
last twenty-five to thirty years, have been almost exclusively in a
verse-chorus form (as opposed to the earlier AABA song form). However, analogous to AABA form, contemporary ballads usually include
a bridge section after the second chorus. Following the bridge comes
the third (and perhaps fourth) chorus. The most common form, therefore, could be abbreviated VCVCBCC.14

Crossover Music, Polymusicality, and Listening Positions

When artists or songs are perceived as successful with multiple audiences, having initially been limited to a smaller market, they are
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given the label "crossover." Succeeding at crossing over a musical
boundary means that a performer has become familiar with two or
more musical-cultural systems, a phenomenon known in ethnomusicology as bi- or polymusicality. Although the concept is usually applied to immigrant populations, as a musical analogy to bilingualism,
I believe the ability to speak, sing, and think in different musical languages is applicable to any user of music, whether performer or listener, and therefore such artists and songs will be especially important to this study. This concept is challenged and extended somewhat
whenever we find a musical style, like African-American music, that
is itself a product of multiple styles. Black music acts like black people: it is not "simply American," neither fully assimilated nor isolat-

ed. Still, features such as the vocal ornamentation under discussion

here draw their power among singers and listeners precisely due to
their African-American origins and the attendant affects, such as soul-

fulness, emotional depth, and sexual energy, which listeners associate with those origins.15

Adopting the language-music analogy, we can understand crossover artists as translators or interpreters of musical dialects. Their
songs are carefully crafted so as to communicate in two or more styles
of listening, or, as David Brackett has termed the phenomenon, "listening positions."16 This term is useful because it acknowledges that
the way(s) a person listens affects what the music communicates as
much as the musical text (the "music itself") and because it suggests
that ways of listening are, like all musical activity, learned behaviors
that can be modified. Brackett's listening positions imply a set of values that govern all aspects of listening, from intensity (whether one
talks during the music or not) to thinking patterns (imagining a green

meadow or noticing a chord substitution) to physical response (polite applause or accepting an altar call).17
"What is more," Brackett continues, "these 'listening positions' are
not locked into place by financial status or genetic code, but can be

acquired through contact with a musical style."18 That vague word
"contact" gives me pause, in that he seems to gloss over the cultural
and economic power structures involved in this acquisition, and the
vast range of forms of contact, including the contexts of learning (listening, performing, recording) and feedback on the artist's competency (vocal coaches, producers, music executives, live audiences, radio/

recording audiences, et al.). The instances of nonblack appropriation
of black music are sufficiently numerous and well known enough not
to recount here. But to take up a related issue, there remains a rhetoric, born from the beginning of the civil rights movement and the
black crossover music of the 1950s, that emphasizes the power of this
crossover music to break down stereotypes, to "bring black kids and
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white kids together," and in general to do the work of social and cultural integration.
Thankfully, this trope has been problematized somewhat in recent
scholarly literature, but less so by musicologists (who are overwhelmingly Euro-American, as am I) and more so by African-Americanist
scholars in other fields (where there is a much stronger black presence).l9 In an important critical essay on (the lack of) black scholars
in musicology, Guthrie Ramsey contrasts the building but somewhat

diffuse work on black music (whose scholars include a range of social identities, but mostly white men with black scholars in the minority) and that of the more cohesive growth of feminist musicology

over the past two decades (made of up of mainly white women,
straight and gay). Ramsey goes to great pains to say that aspects of
identity do not by themselves determine the quality and usefulness
of a body of musicological work, but that taken as a whole (although
he analyzes the work of individual scholars in some detail) the nonblack scholars writing about black music have avoided analyzing the
process of "how scholars authenticate and authorize their work" and
"write themselves into their criticism" compared to their peers in literary and cultural criticism, theory, and history.20
I would briefly answer Ramsey's call for more self-reflection on the
part of scholars of black music. As a white scholar of popular music,
I recognize the opportunities and pitfalls of attempting, even within
a fairly limited repertory, in Ramsey's words, "to explain the 'blackness' in black music."21 While in this context I will not theorize my
position in great depth, I would identify the present study as an example of a white reception of black music that takes into account the

sociolinguistic, musical, market-economic, and other contexts from
which the music came. One of these contexts certainly includes the
processes of nonblack acculturation involving black popular-culture
products, processes ubiquitous enough for critics and scholars to rely
on a certain degree of competence among a range of listeners, however low-level and passive it is for most. In fact, the successful reception of African-American ballads is dependent on this acculturation. In the hyperbolic words of Quincy Jones, "American culture is

African-American culture."22 The African-American ballads under

discussion serve, among others, a didactic purpose: the songs are not
only expressive in themselves, but in their use of prolific vocal ornamentation within typical song forms, they also teach (black and nonblack) audiences how to be expressive in a way that is, however slippery to define, presented as African-American. The present study is,
from this perspective, an attempt by a white scholar to pass on some

of these lessons. Especially with the most successful songs, the socalled crossover songs, the intention is to speak for and to different
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audiences. I am interested in the ways that African-American artists
work to make their art intelligible to non-African-American listeners, as well as the ways they mean to represent the African-American community.23

Is Mariah Carey Black? The Problem of Defining
African-American
One of the thornier aspects of my chosen repertory is deciding who

is African-American and who is not. Both in popular discourse and
in the scholarly literature there is no agreed-upon definition of who
is appropriately termed African-American, and there are often debates
on a person's identity, on the streets and in print.24

In the realm of African-American pop ballads, the singer whose

racial identity is often debated is Mariah Carey, who has repeatedly
said in interviews that she is the daughter of an Irish-American mother and a half Venezuelan, half African-American father. Michael Eric
Dyson discusses the problem of Carey's identity in his essay "Mari-

ah Carey and 'Authentic' Black Music."25 For Dyson, such debates
are evidence that the "one drop rule" of Jim Crow America is still
with us. Despite the fact that Carey mentions her father and black
paternal grandmother (specifically, the latter's having taken her to
black churches) and, in Dyson's words, "thanked black fans," some
within the black community criticize her for enjoying the benefits of

being black (since black music is popular) but not identifying with
black people.26
Questions about black identity are often complex, because they go

beyond one's genealogy and upbringing, and hinge on how one

chooses to express oneself culturally and whom one's cultural products (songs, for example) are said to represent. In the African-American community, "representin(g)" means to speak and act in a way that
gives proper respect to one's relationships, family, and/or community. The ability or failure to "represent" is one of the most important yardsticks by which to measure an artist's worth. If she does not,
she is said to be "fronting" or faking, being inauthentic.

In Carey's case, it is an open question as to whether or not she is
"representing," which is precisely what makes Carey an interesting
figure in a study of African-American singing. In many ways, the
debates about her music and racial identity mirror her experiences
growing up as a "mixed" child living with a divorced Irish-American mother. For Carey, the result of her racially mixed identity was
that she was not accepted for who she was; black children thought
her too white, whites considered her to be black. "No one could fully understand me," she has said. "No friend, nobody I grew up with,
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nobody in school could even come close to relating to my experience ... this feeling ambiguous, without a sense of belonging."27

Blackness and Musical Style
This question of racial/ethnic identity immediately begs questions
about style. In discussing the musical choices and qualities that constitute an artist's style, it is not easy to differentiate the personal from
the collective. Consider the case of Mariah Carey: although she is not
clearly black, she sings in a style that thoroughly references that of

African-American gospel music and its popular-music counterpart,
both in her melismatic vocal style and in her use of tight, gospeldrenched background vocals (for which she is sometimes the arranger). Does that make her music black?

In order to answer the question of Carey's musical blackness, we
must ask whether we can rightly say that there exists an identifiable
set of traits that can be called African-American or black. The pro-

pensity to foreground various aspects of performance practice in

musical forms associated with African-Americans, above all the blues

and gospel, has long been noted by students of African-American
expressive forms, and it is a commonplace to list such features. For
instance, Samuel A. Floyd Jr. writes about American black retentions
of African vocal practices in early twentieth-century blues musicians
like Blind Lemon Jefferson and Lead Belly: "They all had in common
the vocal quality and variations in timbre that made the genre distinctive: the nasal, foggy, hoarse texture that delivered the elisions,
hums, growls, blue notes, and falsetto, and the percussive oral effects

of their ancestors."28

The music of African-Americans has consistently been used as a
creative resource for other groups, most notably Euro-Americans and
Europeans. The British Invasion, for instance, was built on the blues

and rock 'n' roll of African-Americans. Once a style has surpassed
mere imitation and has seeped into what an artist considers her style,

do we still consider those style traits the property of the original
group? This is a difficult question, and there is certainly no consensus on the matter, particularly when it comes to music with roots in
African-American styles.
In an essay on the defining of "black" or "African-American" musical traits, Philip Tagg asks that if a wide variety of musics are black
(including, e.g., Anthony Braxton, Missy Elliot, Prince, and Vanessa
Williams), what do they have in common musically? If the answer is
"not much," then why is the term "black music" useful?29 The simplest
answer is because it is very important to many people (both black and
otherwise) to maintain the term, because it (along with related terms,
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like "soulful") continues to evoke a unique expressive power, even if
the meaning (and value) of the term differs from person to person.

Therefore, a definition of the African-American pop ballad must

acknowledge that, like all forms of African-American culture, the production and reception of these ballads are within the context of cultural exchange and flux. But due to the historically black roots of the
vocal ornamentation approach I discuss below, and, more directly, the
sheer dominance of African-American singers in the ballad reperto-

ry in this period, the songs I reference and analyze here do constitute a repertory of recognizable unity. Certainly one hears, in critical
and performance circles, a number of these ballads used as templates
or models with reference to other music. Recent examples of the use
of black ballads as creative- or appropriation-resource proliferate on
the various iterations of the Pop Idol/American Idol singing contests
around the world: Kelly Clarkson, the first winner of American Idol,

sang a number of black and country-pop ballads both on the show
and recorded some on her subsequent album, Thankful (2003), for ex-

ample, "The Trouble with Love Is," which features a composition,
arrangement, and vocal performance style highly reminiscent of Ma-

riah Carey ("Vision of Love" [1990] or "Hero" [1993], for example).
In summary, although I limit my discussion here mainly to ballads

sung by African-Americans, the style of analysis below could aid the
analysis of other ballads and repertories.30
The Artists
Having introduced the African-American pop ballad and some interpretive issues, it remains to discuss the leading artists and stylistic
features of the repertory. Table 1 is a representative list of the African-American ballad repertory, 1991-1995. For this study, two artists
will serve as models for the repertory: Mariah Carey (as the leading
female singer) and Kenneth "Babyface" Edmonds (a singer, but more
important, the leading producer for this repertory).

Mariah Carey
From the 1990 release of Mariah Carey's eponymous debut album, she

was an immediate success. It was her voice that captured attention,
with its purported five-octave-plus range, the upper register of which

she (over)used in several songs. Some simply thought of her as a
Whitney Houston imitator, but others believed she surpassed Houston, not only in her singing but also in her ability to compose her own
lyrics and music. As Billboard writer Janine McAdams wrote in 1990,
"a plus is that the girl writes . . . she is the genuine article."31
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Significantly, Carey won the 1990 Grammy for Best New Artist in
a year full of pop-music controversies surrounding vocal production.
The 1989 Best New Artist Grammy had gone to Milli Vanilli, the vocal duo subsequently revealed to be lip-synching fakes. Further, law-

suits and rumors concerning the misidentification of vocal credits
hounded the careers of Paula Abdul, C+C Music Factory, and Janet
Jackson. For many journalists, there was a direct connection between
the award for Carey, the vocal virtuoso, and the audience's distrust
of the music industry. To them, it seemed that the music industry (and
the public) were craving "real" voices. In journalistic reports, Carey
was also contrasted with the highly successful rap performers of 1990,
such as M.C. Hammer and Vanilla Ice, as well as the censorship controversies surrounding Public Enemy, 2 Live Crew, and others.32

Her first five singles (beginning with "Vision of Love") reached
number one on the pop charts. Due to the controversy of her geneal-

ogy and perhaps also the style of certain songs, her success on the
r&b charts consistently lagged behind the pop charts in terms of chart

position. Her 1992 cover of the Jackson 5's 1970 hit, "I'll Be There,"
for example, was number one on the pop charts for two weeks, yet
only peaked as r&b number one. Nevertheless, her r&b success is

more than sufficient to include her here.

Early in Carey's career, many viewed her ballad singing in particular as following in the stylistic footsteps of Whitney Houston, if not
challenging her position as the premier r&b-pop songstress. More recently, Carey has attempted to intensify her relationship with innovative black artists and styles, but significantly this has taken place
only in her faster singles (e.g., "Dreamlover" [1993], "Fantasy" [1995],

"Honey" [1997], "Heartbreaker" [1999], and "Lover Boy" [2001]). Her
ballads, on the other hand, continue to balance gospel-oriented ornamented singing with clear, breathy pop-style singing (e.g., "Butterfly" [1997], "My All" [1997], "When You Believe" [1998; a duet with
her rival Houston], and "Thank God I Found You" [1999]).33

"Babyface" Edmonds
Another representative artist in this repertory is Kenneth "Babyface"
Edmonds, whose presence in popular music in the period 1991-95 is
paramount, both as a singer and, more important, as a producer for
many other African-American singers and songs referenced below,
including Boyz II Men, Whitney Houston, Toni Braxton, Tevin Campbell, Aretha Franklin, Brandy, Mary J. Blige, Johnny Gill, and Bobby
Brown, as well as Madonna and Eric Clapton.34
With his good looks and penchant for romantic ballads that abjure
the coarseness associated with rap, Babyface became a symbol of the
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Table 1. Representative List of African-American Ballads, 1991-1995
Performer Title (date) Producer
Anita Baker
Atlantic Starr

Mary J. Blige

Boyz II Men

Toni Braxton

Peabo Bryson
(w/Celine Dion)
(w/Regina Belle)
Tevin Campbell
Mariah Carey

(w/Boyz II Men)
"Babyface" Edmonds

En Vogue

Aretha Franklin

Whitney Houston

(w/CeCe Winans)

"Body and Soul" (1994)
"Masterpiece" (1992)
"Not Gon' Cry" (1995)
"It's So Hard to Say Goodbye to
Yesterday" (1991)
"End of the Road" (1993)
"I'll Make Love to You" (1994)
"On Bended Knee" (1994)
"Water Runs Dry" (1994)
"Breathe Again" (1993)
"You Mean the World to Me" (1993)
"Let It Flow" (1995)
"Un-Break My Heart" (1995)
"Can You Stop the Rain" (1991)
"Beauty and the Beast" (1992)
"A Whole New World" (1993)
"Can We Talk" (1993)
"Can't Let Go" (1991)
"I'll Be There" (1992)
"Hero" (1993)

Anita Baker

Kenny Nolan
Babyface
Dallas Austin

Babyface
Babyface

Jimmy Jam and

Babyface
L.A. Reid, Baby
Reid, Babyface,
Babyface
David Foster

Walter Afanasie
Afanasieff
Afanasieff

Babyface
Walter Afanasie
Afanasieff and
Afanasieff and
Afanasieff, Car
Babyface
Babyface
Babyface

"One Sweet Day" (1995)
"Never Keeping Secrets" (1993)
"And Our Feelings" (1993)
"When Can I See You" (1993)
"Giving Him Something He Can Feel" (1992) En Vogue
Babyface
"Willing to Forgive" (1994)
David Foster
"I Will Always Love You" (1992)
David Foster
"I Have Nothing" (1992)
Babyface
"Exhale (Shoop Shoop)" (1995)
"Count on Me" (1995)
Babyface
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Table 1. Cont.

Janet Jackson

Michael Jackson
Jodeci

Quincy Jones
(w/Tamia)
R. Kelly

(w/Ronald Isley)

Patti LaBelle

Gerald Levert

"Again" (1993)
"Any Time, Any Place" (1993)
"You Are Not Alone" (1995)
"Lately" (1993)
"You Put a Move on My Heart" (1995)

Jam and Lewi
Jam and Lewi

"Honey Love" (1992)
"Bump N' Grind" (1994)
"Down Low" (1995)
"Somebody Loves You Baby" (1991)
"I'm in Love" (1994)
"Baby Hold On to Me" (1992)

R. Kelly
R. Kelly
R. Kelly
Walter Sigler
K.C. Porter a

R. Kelly

Alex Coletti

Quincy Jones

Gerald Lever

(w/Eddie Levert)
Luther Vandross

(w/Mariah Carey)
Barry White

Vanessa Williams
Stevie Wonder

Xscape

"Little Miracles" (1993)
"Endless Love" (1994)
"Practice What You Preach" (1994)
"Save the Best for Last" (1991)
"These Three Words" (1991)
"For Your Love" (1995)
"Who Can I Run To" (1995)
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Vandross and

Vandross and

Barry White

Keith Thoma

Stevie Wonde

Stevie Wonde

Jermaine D
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r&b gentleman ("Why Can't All Men Be Like Babyface?" was the title of one review),35 an all-American black man on a par with Tiger
Woods and Michael Jordan. At first, perhaps due to his shy demean-

or, he was content to be part of a group (he began his professional
career in the Deele) or team (coproducing with partner L.A. Reid),
but the success of his solo albums and his massive success as a producer brought him into the spotlight.
Still, he works best in collaboration, whether with other singers or
his wife Tracey, with whom he started Edmonds Entertainment, a production company, in 1996. Their first project, a film about a black family entitled Soul Food (along with a hit soundtrack, produced by Babyface) was a great success, spurring the couple to produce a Soul Food
television series (on Showtime) as well as further films.36

Vocal Etiquette in the Black Ballad:
Form, Expression, and Vocal Style
In African-American pop ballads, expressiveness works in close conjunction with form. Position in the form seems to determine the appropriateness of gesture, both on the level of line (that is, the last word
of a line is usually the one that gets embellished) and on a higher level of form (for instance, a singer does not usually sing a simpler version of a tune after she has started embellishing). In other words, certain activities are permitted at certain moments in a song, and therefore
can be termed a vocal etiquette. This etiquette is based on an intimate
relationship between form, expression, and vocal style. All three work
together to lead listeners through the song experience. Like any conventional repertory, listeners familiar with the conventions know the
song forms (instinctively at least) and will therefore have expectations
as to what the singer should be doing at any given point.37
I use the term etiquette because it connotes something more than
practice or convention. Etiquette implies good breeding and intense
training in a culture. In connection with music, this means that singers are expected to know certain models of vocal behavior, and they
study other singers who are known to embody these ideal qualities.
Even though one is expected to have an individual style to some extent, it is just as important to give proper respect to singers who have
come before. Another integral aspect of etiquette is the notion of appropriateness. There are the proper times to say or do certain things,

as well as times when something would not be appropriate. On the
other hand, it is necessary for an artist to create her own style. This

tension and balance between generic-stylistic expectation and individuality drives ballad performance practices as surely as any genre,
however bound to convention the songs appear to be.38
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Country Music and African-American Popular Music
Country music is a repertory that has a formal approach to vocal style

that is similar to that of black popular music, a reflection of both
genres' common roots in the music of the rural southern United
States.39 Significantly, there are many examples of songs that become
hits in one repertory and are covered (recorded by another artist) in
the other repertory, the most famous example being Whitney Houston's record-breaking 1992 cover of Dolly Parton's 1974 country hit,

"I Will Always Love You."40 Two other hit ballads were released by
country singer John Michael Montgomery (who cowrote both songs)

and the pop quartet All-4-One (whose two vocal leads are African-

American) at about the same time: "I Swear" (1994) and "I Can Love
You Like That" (1995).41
Another example that demonstrates the affinities of country and
r&b is the 1994 album Rhythm, Country, and Blues, produced by Don

Was. The album features eleven duets by pairs of country and r&b
artists singing a variety of songs from both repertories, for instance,

Vince Gill and Gladys Knight, "Ain't Nothing Like the Real Thing"
(an r&b staple), Aaron Neville and Trisha Yearwood, "I Fall to Pieces" (a country standard), as well as songs popularized by pop art-

ists, for instance, Natalie Cole and Reba McEntire, "Since I Fell for

You," and folk-rock, for instance, the Staple Singers and Marty Stuart, "The Weight."
These examples demonstrate two contradictory points about American popular music. The first, a positive one, is that country music

(understood as a white music) and r&b (a black music) share, and

have always shared, many musical and cultural qualities. Still, a more
ominous second point is that one of the reasons songs like "I Swear"

could appear on the charts simultaneously in two categories is be-

cause people do not tend to listen to both styles regularly. Americans
in their musical tastes continue to segregate themselves. Although a
more thorough comparison/contrast of r&b and country vocal styles
is certainly welcome, for this context brief analyses of two recordings
of "I Will Always Love You," the original one by Dolly Parton (1974)
and the one by Houston (1992), will serve to demonstrate a few char-

acteristics.

Dolly Parton's career and persona are notable for many reasons, but
in the present context two areas are particularly important: her songwriting success, almost unheard-of in the country music of the 1960s,
and her ability to crossover in the 1970s with a remarkable amount
of country "twang," both in general accent and timbre, as well as a
style of ornamentation grounded in the sacred and secular traditions
of her native Tennessee. Still, the composition and recording of "I Will
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Always Love You" came at a time in country music, and Parton's own
career, which sought to smooth over some of country's native edges
(the modernization/urbanization of country music is a constant theme
in its history). Formally, the two versions are nearly identical (see Table 2 for an overview), but Parton's approach to affect in the song,
especially in contrast to the vocally wide-ranging approach of Houston, is remarkably understated. Rather than the belted and ornamented long notes on "I will al-ways love you" in Houston's version, Par-

ton's approach emphasizes timidity and regret, using head-voice,

gently holding and lilting the notes.
Part of the reason for the difference (the versions are almost twenty years apart and produced for different markets) must be the gendered-passive role of female soloists in country music in the late 1960s
and early '70s, as well as, to some extent, the degree to which the song
was a literal professional fare-thee-well to longtime duet partner Porter Wagoner.42 Parton and Wagoner had little precedence for a bomTable 2. Comparison of "I Will Always Love You": Performed by Dolly
Parton (1974, produced by Porter Wagoner) and Whitney Houston (1992,

produced by David Foster)
Parton/Wagoner
instrumental intro

Houston /Foster

[no intro]

VI: "If I should stay ..."
light, lilting tone, metrical

Cl: "And I will always love you..."
stronger but trembling
V2: "Bittersweet memories..."

light, lilting again

a cappella, undulating, rubato

accompaniment enters, sustained,
with added "you"s, melting into V2
fragmented, metrical, added drums,
soft at first, building to C2

C2: same as C1, with background
much stronger, aggressive vocal attack
voices [no instrumental break]
instrumental break, tenor saxophone:
passionate at first, pulled back at end

V3: "I hope life treats you kind"
soft at first, building w/ "gospel"
declaration ("and I wish you joy" and
spoken, with violin
sung again on last line

"above all this")

to climactic silence

C3: strong again, with higher head M2 modulation up! (A to B maj.)
voice for second phrase (end)

stronger, belted, with copious
ornamentation

C4 [no C4 or outro]

climax of song: fifth-higher on "you"
(twice)

outro moving softer, melting sound and
added "you"s (like C1); final "you"
rises up tonic triad in head voice
(flying away)
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bastic approach to the ballad in country music (think of Patsy Cline's

masterful but more subtle approach in "I Fall to Pieces" or "Crazy"
[both 1961] or even the more aggressive Linda Ronstadt, in "I'm Leaving It Up to You" [1970]). In any case, part of the drama of the Houston/Foster cover comes precisely from the ways it distinguishes itself from the original, even trumps it in aesthetic payoff. Of course,
this is also the foundation for the intense negative criticism of the later
recording, that it takes a simple, heartfelt emotion from a universal
situation and sullies it with self-important virtuosity and over-pro-

duced bombast.

On the other hand, consideration of the context(s) within which the

Houston version appeared can help to explain and give greater tex

ture to this analysis than simplistic derision and dismissal. The song
was produced for the film The Bodyguard (1992), in which Housto
made her acting debut. Both as a single and within the film, the cover embodies the traditional stereotype of the self-abnegating wom
an, discarded by her male lover.43 The eponymous character playe
by Kevin Costner feels that he has allowed his love for his employer,
the pop star played by Houston, to get in the way of his duty to pro
tect her. This guilt over duty is exacerbated by his belief that he let

his guard down in the past, resulting in the shooting of former Presi-

dent Ronald Reagan. The mixture of grief and understanding expressed in the song "I Will Always Love You," within the movie dra-

ma, comes from Houston's character's having come to know

Costner's character well (she learned it when they went dancing at a
country bar frequented by Costner's character); in other words, it is
her love, ironically, that makes it possible for her to know why he
"has" to leave her.

Naturally, every listener does not know the movie's plotline. "I Will

Always Love You" still works on its own, because the love-versus-

duty theme is as old as drama. In fact, the longevity of the topos gives

this rather tedious song a power that a more truly innovative love
song could never have, especially in the pop market. And as always
with popular songs, many listeners will interpret the song according
to their own love-dramas. Whatever the reasons, the song works. In
November 1992, Houston broke the record of another black ballad in
our repertory, Boyz II Men's "End of the Road" (1992), by remaining
at number one on Billboard's Hot 100 Singles for fourteen weeks, one
week longer than the Boyz's thirteen weeks.44 In popular discourse,

"I Will Always Love You" became a symbol of vocal excess and pop

histrionics.45

In fact, after the movie's producers (Costner and Jim Wilson) decided to have Houston cover Dolly Parton's "I Will Always Love You"
(1973) for the bar scene (a scene with unacknowledged but clear in-
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terracial tension, at least potentially), music producer David Foster
and Houston made a rough cut. Costner got the idea that Houston
should begin the song a cappella, an idea that Foster was wary about.
However, Costner more firmly requested it as the movie producer, but
agreed to use that version (the rough cut) only in the movie, not the
soundtrack. Some time afterward, Houston and Foster performed the
song live in Miami (probably at an industry function). Foster recalls

that the audience was captivated and that he "couldn't imagine putting music around" the a cappella opening.46
The "final" studio version was made, with the a cappella opening,
a big accompaniment, and a fiery vocal performance from Houston.
Clive Davis, founder and president of Houston's record label, Arista
Records, now enters the story in a strange role, very much contrary
to stereotypes about big ballads: he proclaims that the studio version

is "too produced," and that the rough cut will indeed be on the
soundtrack. According to Davis, Foster was not crazy about it, but

as has often happened in Davis's career, he was shown to have a sense

of what will sell.47

Although the rough cut was not deemed "too produced" by Davis, the song still sits atop Houston's pile of big pop ballads, songs
that start fairly small and blow up, beginning with "Saving All My
Love for You" (1985) and continuing to the present day. "I Learned
from the Best" (1999, on Houston's album Your Love Is My Love, pro-

duced by Foster and composed by Diane Warren ["Un-Break My

Heart," and "Rhythm of the Night"]) was released as a single in February 2000 and had a successful streak, while not nearly on a par with

"I Will Always Love You."

Vocal Convention and the Most Common Form

Having analyzed some features of this vocal etiquette in one particular example, I will describe the constituent parts of the Most Common Form (see Table 3) for the repertory in general and discuss the

vocal conventions associated with each.

When I first started thinking and talking about this issue, a fell
musicologist said to me, "Of course: as the song goes on, there's mor
ornamentation. No big deal." But as I probed further, I discovered tha
a pure, steady increase of ornamentation is surprisingly rare.48 Mor
commonly, songs get louder overall and ornamentation increases
least for a while, but the path is not perfectly straight. There are co

mon vocal retreats and sudden attacks: Houston's "I Will Alway

Love You" (1992) includes examples of both, but a particularly striking example of the latter, a pointed attack on the belted "And I
after an ascending major-second modulation (C3; see Figure 2 above).
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Table 3. The Most Common Form

(Intro) Sometimes includes nonverbal vocalisms
V1 First Verse; sung straight, usually leading in energy to ...
C1 First Chorus; usually strongest material, includes hook/title
V2 Second Verse; melody more ornamented than V1
C2 Second Chorus; often higher energy than C1
Br Bridge; new material, often vocal peak leading to ...
C3 Chorus repetitions: straight backups with semi-improvised lead
C4(+) Highly ornamented melody or addition of countermelody
(Outro or Fadeout); if outro, to very soft, straighter vocals; thinner texture

Black ballads, like most of pop music, rely on the verse-chorus opposition: the verses provide information and develop the images,
while the chorus offers the lyrical and musical hook, usually featuring the song's title (e.g., "and I will always love you").

Introduction (Intro)
The introduction in a song, before the first verse, is common, but not
obligatory (hence the parentheses around "Intro" in Figure 3). It is a
place where blacks and whites were still divided in this period: very
often black singers hum or vocalize during the introduction, whether it is one "ooo" two measures before the first verse (as in Whitney

Houston, "Run to You" [1992]) or the melismatic "oh baby" of Anita
Baker's "I Apologize" (1994) (see Example 1).49 This is not often found

in white pop of the period, and even white singers who reference

Example 1. Anita Baker, "I Apologize," intro.
Anita Baker (with hooty, covered vowel approach throughout)

B/F# BMaj7 B/A EMaj7/G# C#m7(b5)/G BMaj7

$### I j J JT J .
ah

aye

yeah

uh

ee

ah

4 B/A EMaj7/G# C#m7(b5)/G r 3 r-3

{,### J JJ J J J ; ' ' j^ 8 ;t
ah

ih

huh

dm

be

do

m

6 BMaj7 B/A r3 r3- r-3- EMaj7/G# (breath) E .-

C "X J? -^ L j-j g3 'JTj )" d7 Y
ba ba ba_ m ba nbeet n be dun.

ng ah_ ba - bay

ng ah ba - bay
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black style, such as Michael Bolton or Taylor Dayne, do not typically
begin a ballad in this way.50

First Verse and First Chorus (V1 C1)
The first two verses and choruses proceed in many ways as they do
in much of popular music. The first verse begins softly and is sung
fairly straight in order to establish the melody and emotional state
of the lead singer. The melody is usually constructed in such a way
so that the song builds in energy toward the first chorus. This first

chorus features the musical hook and also is usually sung fairly
straight-but only in comparison with the vocal style used later in

the song. The beginning of a song (the first verse and chorus) has an
expositional function, lyrically, musically, and vocally. In the case of

black ballad singing, common timbral markers indicate its "blackness"; these appear even near the beginning of a song. The vocalisms
in the intro serve that purpose, but especially if that option is not taken, such timbral markers are needed in the first verse and chorus.

Such markers include a nasal approach to certain vowels, a throaty
attack to the initial word of a phrase (as in "There you are" in the first

verse of Mariah Carey's "Can't Let Go" [1991]; see Example 2), and a
rise a step up after finishing a cadence on a chord tone (as on "Holding her hand" in the same example).
Clearly the notion of the "original melody" introduced in the first

verse is a difficult one, since hearing a melody without such vocal

features would be heard as lacking in emotion. Popular music of this
variety is interesting since, unlike much classical music or traditional jazz, the song is a set of variations on a theme that is never stated
explicitly. Therefore, although I refer to "straight" and "ornamented"
versions of a melody, one must remember that these are relative terms
applied to a repertory that does not rely on notation. At this time, a
singer typically learns a song directly from a demonstration tape (a

demo), usually made by the composer. Because ballad singers are
aware that listeners have heard many similar songs before, they
would do best to avoid a "straight" performance, which would be

heard as unoriginal and lacking in emotion.51
I mentioned above that the ends of verses usually grow in volume
in order to lead to the chorus. Though this is typical, it is not always
Example 2. "Can't Let Go," V1 incipit.
Mariah Carey

Fc \ J r rCj^ ll
n There you are Hold-ing her hand
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the case. There are some songs in which the chorus is actually softer

than the verses. The most common reason for this deviation is because

the chorus, in these cases, is meant to evoke quiet confidence, rather

than a more overtly passionate sentiment. One example is Whitney
Houston and CeCe Winans's "Count on Me" (1995), excerpted in Example 3. This sense of assuredness is also evoked through the very
regular, though lightly syncopated, rhythm.

Second Verse and Second Chorus (V2 C2)
The beginning of the second verse is the place for affective retreat. A
singer does not usually continue crescendo or increase ornamentation
after the first chorus; rather, one returns to a fairly soft dynamic and
syllabic singing; yet in comparison to the first verse the dynamic has
increased. Musical gestures, in this case vocal execution, are read not
only in themselves but in comparison with gestures in both parallel
and consecutive structural places. In this case, the beginning of the

second chorus is understood as a retreat compared to the power of

the chorus, yet is also understood as an affective step forward in comparison with the first verse.
This web of relationships and an awareness of pacing are what give
simple song forms their power: the ability that good songwriters have

to create material in blocks that both work in themselves and in tan-

dem with one another. Good performers utilize the given forms, creating interpretations that take advantage of repetition, rather than
viewing these song forms as hindrances to musical expression. Certainly the best musicians have relished variation in repetition, whether
in variation sets, music in heterophony, bel canto ornamentation, or
funk and rock accompaniment patterns.
As an example of this process of gradual ornamentation articulat-

ing formal boundaries, I have chosen Mariah Carey's cover of "I'll
Be There" (1992), performed for the television series MTV Unplugged.
The recording of the telecast became one of the best-selling Unplugged
recordings from the series. Studying a cover version is always interesting because it shows what an artist chooses to use from the original and what the artist herself contributes. In this case, what is desired is a nonlinear yet growing vocal strategy.
Example 3. "Count on Me," chorus incipit.
Whitney Houston and CeCe Winans (unison)
(soft, deliberate)
D

A

D

A

Count on me_ thru thick_ and thin A friend - ship that will ne - ver end_
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The pre-existent form of the song (as shown in Table 4) is a little
unorthodox: there are several verses, but the true chorus does not appear until the end, and the section I call the bridge does not function
like a normal bridge. Rather than a bridge between choruses, it serves
as a bridge between verses. Further, the "verse" and "chorus" share
an ending, the hook line "I'll be there."52
For the present purpose, I will discuss Carey's skill in parsing out
her ornaments so that she does not use up her full musical arsenal,
so to speak, in the first verse. She begins simply, softly, and with de-

liberate and audible breaths, playing it very sweet (see Example 4).
Her first verse follows the etiquette I describe above: relatively

straight, but with timbral inflections indicating emotional conviction,

for example, the "extra" notes below the note el on "back" (m. 8).

Still, like Carey and other singers of this period, she introduces some
deliberate melodic reinterpretation on the second phrase (mm. 17-32);
for example, compare mm. 7-8 with mm. 23-24.
The bridge, like the Jackson 5 original, is sung by another artist, in
this case backup singer Trey Lorenz (the original featured Jermaine
Jackson). The bridge is more active, lyrically and musically, than the
somewhat passive first verse. The lyrics are compressed (six lines in
the bridge as opposed to eight in the first verse) and the ornamenta-

tion denser, especially the melisma on "holding on" (mm. 47-48).

Lorenz continues the process in his second bridge. This time on "holding on" (mm. 95-99), he transforms a simple melisma into a moment
of virtuosic display, thereby "ruining" the symmetrical phrase structure which holds sway through the rest of the song: he stretches an
eight-measure phrase in the first bridge to a ten-measure second bridge.
After Lorenz's first bridge, Carey shows us an expert example of
an affective retreat, in m. 49. She begins at a high volume and pitch,

Table 4. Form of Mariah Carey, "I'll Be There," MTV Unplugged (1992)
Intro: piano gesture and backup "ooo"
Verse 1, phrase 1: Carey, ends w/hook ("I'll be there")
Verse 1, phrase 2: w/ooos, bit louder
Bridge 1: Trey Lorenz
Verse 2, phrase 1: Carey brings it back to soft
Verse 2, phrase 2: loudest verse
Bridge 2: Lorenz, more intense, falsetto; using all his tricks
Verse 3, phrase 1 only
Chorus

1: extension of hook

2: "just look over your shoulder" very sung, rather than yelled (as in the original)
2': only last line, soft
Outro: same as Intro
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Example 4.: "I'll Be There," V1-Br2.
Mariah Carey
F

C/E

Dmin

6 b i ? |J 8 p i^. j. 2 1 J ?

You and I must make a pa - ct We must bring sal

7

C

Bb

F/C

ib- Y iw 7 r J J r i- -l^

va - tion ba - - ck (breath) Where there is love

12

C

F

,J ,, Y J5i J Ij IJ P

I'll be there (h)I'll reach (h)out my

19

C/E

Dmin

C

Lbr L ^ J 1 I J Y _ 1 J
hand to you I'll have faith in all_ you do

24

Bb

3

F/C

67 1 J- i s. J rn- IJj; J S ty
Just_ call my_ name and I'll

29

Trey

Lorenz

Ab

iJ JJY2 C C r I ?br A[r
be

there

34

there

And

Eb

oh

I'll

be

Bb

b br Yj | - r - r B

" there of dreams around
there

to com- fort chew

r

I'll build my world_

of dreams a - round

(you)
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F

38

yeh I'm so glad_ I found you, yeah I'll be

42

Eb

Bb

there with a love_ so strong I'll be your stre - - n(g)th
F Mariah Carey

46

Bb/C

4S

-

f

Y

B

you know I'll keep hol - ding on Let_

50

C/E

Dmin

Ci

UT-

me fill your heart_ with joy and laugh - ter_ to-ge-ther-ne - ss

55

C

Bb

F/C

well, it's all_ I'm af ter Just call_ my name

60

F

r3

and

64

f

I'll

be

there

yeah

C/E

4~

_~

I'll_ be there_ to pro - tect.

you

i^

~~I
(Lorenz: I'll be there
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6 t f -rLr r

. f Il

latlove_
re - spects
r 2 /~) withan un s - el - fish
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73

Bb

F/C

you_

F

Just call my name and I'll be there
78

Trey

b

83

Lorenz

Ab

J'J

And

Eb

oh

--

I'll

Bb

L:

be

^-

there

to

com-

I"

fort you uh I'll build my world of dreams a-round yuh You

P

j"

87 F

r 6 r- :L --T nr0-) L 7r I LLI
know I'm so gl-ad I found_ yuh I'll be there with a love
(MC: So glad ba -bay

F/C

91

Bb

(falsetto)

- C r IY p' Br rlYr I r p _ r C,I r
so strong I'll be your strength you know I'll keep hol - din' on
C

F

96
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as if to pick up Lorenz's energy level, but by m. 53 ("laughter"), she

brings it back down to "verse level." A minute, but not an unimportant detail, is the cadence on the hook line "And I'll be there,"
which is discretely parsed out in increasing complexity (see mm. 13,
29, 61, and 77). The first occurrence (m. 13) is by far the simplest,
relying only on two notes (like the Jackson original). In the second

appearance (m. 29), Carey adds the word "and" and delays the ca-

dence on f until the next downbeat. The last two repetitions (at mm.
61 and 77) further embellish this cadence, resulting in a g-f appog-

giatura on the downbeat.

Far from "indiscriminate yelling," this and other songs are performances that combine local "frenzy" with an eye for longer-term goals.
While conscious discrimination does not always mean more effective
music, I have found that this element of careful discrimination is a
feature of some of the more successful songs in this period.

Bridge and Bridge-Third Chorus Juncture (Br-C3)
The bridge uses new musical material and lyrics that explore another
side of the issue, usually involving action rather than words or promises. Musically, the bridge functions two ways: 1) as musical contrast,
in order to avoid the boredom that further verse-chorus repetitions
might cause; and 2) to build up musical energy, so that the reappearance of the chorus feels like an achievement. In many of these songs,
the juncture between the bridge and the third chorus is the moment
of the most elaborate vocal work in the song so far. In fact, the melismatic singing at the bridge-to-third-chorus juncture is the musical characteristic perhaps most particular to ballads from 1991-95. This feature is not typical of r&b and pop ballads of earlier periods (although
there are significant exceptions, which I discuss elsewhere).
This elaboration is often introduced by holding a note at the end

of the bridge (typically accompanied by a prolonged dominant

chord). This note then trails into a quite melismatic gesture while
overdubbed lead or backup singers sing the chorus straight. The
straight note may also be the vehicle for a modulation up a half or
whole step, making the ensuing chorus higher, a gesture that continues to be used not only in black ballads, but also in country and
white and black gospel music.
Example 5 shows transcriptions of three bridge-to-third-chorus
junctures: a) Mariah Carey, "Can't Let Go" (1991, written and produced by Carey and Walter Afanasieff); b) Tevin Campbell, "Can We
Talk for a Minute" (1993, written and produced by Babyface and Daryl
Simmons); and c) Toni Braxton, "Let It Flow" (1995, written and pro-

duced by Babyface). I chose these examples in order to demonstrate
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Example 5a. "Can't Let Go," Br-C3.
Mariah Carey

Fmin C/E Ab/Eb Bb/D DbMaj7

Do you know the way it feels when all you have_just dies? I try and
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try_ to de - ny what I'm fee-lin' but still you re - main on my mind
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DMaj7

E

I
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Ftt

bb6b#r
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Chorus (background singers) Oh,_ no I just can't get you out of my

r

Ev - en though I try I can't_ let go
F#

14

DMaj7

E

#

c

mind I ne-ver can_ say_ good-bye

,

some - thing in your eyes cap - tured_ my soul

Example 5b. "Can We Talk," Br-C3.
Tevin Campbell

BbMaj6 BbMaj7

dbc i r r $: , p ir c 7 f r
Oh, girl uh - One more chance_ With-uh

A7/C#

ib:

Dmin

Bb

r-

f?r

you a -gain_ I will not uh-let it go oh, oh,_
F

6

Dmin

F/C

C

_ _ _ _ _r . f r r 9 _ _ r. r r 4
please give me just uh - one more chance for_ love uh-

TC

C

F

Bb

love,
love
ba
beh
loverus love,
(backgro,
love,Yeah,
love Yeah,
ba-beh

Chorus (background, incl. Babyface)

ib

m

Can we talk _

i

<

JJ

for a min-ute

Girl, I want_
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Example 5c. "Let it Flow," Br-C3.
Toni Braxton

~~~~E7/G#~ ~Amin

L ( Y A rr :r i i D I A I i 7 -r-r k v JT7 ^
But if it brings you pain in your_ life_ don't be a
F/G

3 C/Bb

i^i ~ y^ JPn J " J J
fraid

to

let

it

go

Chorus

X

1-

Y

D

(backgr

^j-|
Let it flow_

C

5 -- mAmin Emin/G Amin C Amin

ya uhT lt it f -rl
yeah uh let it f - lo - w uh let_ it flow right now Woo
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both the similarities and differences b
with regard to the placement of the lon
note is approached, the complexity of

Chorus Repetitions (C3 C4

Along with the Br-C3 juncture, the mo
ed singing in black ballads occurs in th
low the bridge. At this point, the chor
ground while the lead vocal semi-impro
(those of Luther Vandross in the 1980s
a Home" [1983]), the chorus is repeate
the singer a great deal of time in wh

listener with his vocal talents.

This approach to chorus repetitions draws a historical and musical
connection to African-American gospel music. Further, it is an example of a single musical technique that is used for two different cul-

tural purposes. In gospel music, the section at the end of a song in
which a chorus or phrase is repeated indefinitely while a soloist improvises above it is called a drive section. "Improvised drive sections
allow lead singers to express their own personal feelings of Spirit-induced joy while simultaneously inviting their listeners to share in the
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experience," writes Ray Allen of African-American sacred quartets.
Here, musical process, expressivity, and collectivity are indelibly
fused. In secular pop music, the goal is not overtly religious, but for
knowledgeable listeners of black ballads, the goal is the same: joy,
whether ecstatic or comforting.53

A thickening of the musical texture often accompanies drive sections. While the background singers repeat a line, several options are
available: the lead singer might improvise above the repeated line; a

second lead might improvise with the first lead above the line; the
background singers (or a single vocal group) may introduce new repeated material; or, in a few cases, all these options may be used.54
Tevin Campbell and Babyface's "Can We Talk" (1993) illustrates
how the basic technique of the drive section can be adapted to the
ballad. After the bridge (again, see Example 5b), the chorus is repeated
by the background singers while Campbell responds rather closely.
Suddenly, the texture "breaks down" to light synthesized percussion
while Campbell introduces a countersubject (see Example 6). This
countersubject is repeated, then the full keyboard and backgroundsinger accompaniment returns, as Campbell proceeds to modify and
embellish the countersubject. Finally, the song fades out.
Many songs feature this fadeout, but almost as many feature what
some popular music scholars call an outro. The excitement and musical complexities associated with chorus repetitions are reversed, and
the volume drops to pianissimo. This is another example of an affective retreat, since the voice returns to a fairly straight singing style. The

outro can consist of the chorus-hook line itself (as in Whitney Houston, "I Will Always Love You" [1992]), a reminiscence of the intro (e.g.,
Example 6. "Can We Talk," countersubject.
Tevin Campbell
C

F

Bb

Asus4

( .^ - r: r r- LL _L iF
Come on talk to me ba-by Come on and talk to me, ba-by

Chorus (background singers)

Can we talk for a min-ute Girl, I want

4
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o

Dsus4

kn

-

to know_ your name_
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Carey, "I'll Be There" [1991]), or a line from the first verse (e.g., Carey

and Boyz II Men, "One Sweet Day" [1995]; see Example 7).
Conclusion
The purpose of this article was to introduce the repertory of the black
ballad, from 1991 to 1995, taking excerpts from selected songs in order to illustrate the formal and expressive conventions of ballad singing. The songs are grounded in common popular music forms (verse-

chorus-bridge), but in performance style are also indebted to
specifically African-American musical practices, particularly gospel

music. Further, I claim that these conventions constitute a kind of

vocal etiquette, which helped to make this music successful crossover
material. Further study is needed to demonstrate the ways in which
these black ballads of the early 1990s can contribute to and often problematize our understanding of musical blackness.
Significantly, this sense of musical etiquette I believe is present in
these ballads has not continued to be the dominant strategy in popular ballads. I limit the present repertory to 1995 because after that

year black singers found mainstream ballad success without using
the formulas of this period. Singers like Lauryn Hill, Maxwell, Jill
Scott, and Alicia Keys have found this etiquette too constricting and
found styles of their own (partly by drawing on the soul music of
especially the 1970s).
On the other hand, the general vocal strategy I have outlined and
many specific characteristics do remain in the ballads of black singers Brandy, Monica, and Brian McKnight. As is often the case, white
Example 7. "One Sweet Day," outro.
Mariah Carey
B

E9

Sor - ry, but I ne-ver told_ (d) you (uh)
Wanya Morris

Ooo

B

(slower)

E9

'T#^,"
all I wan-ted to say...

D7

(slower)

- \ _ # f :r n Y -4
all I

wan - ted to say...
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singers, specifically of the teenage and young-adult variety, including Backstreet Boys, 'N Sync, Christina Aguilera, Britney Spears, and

Kelly Clarkson have appropriated this vocal style (to different de-

grees: Aguilera and Clarkson utilize the style more deeply and effectively than the others), merging it with dance and visual presentation styles reminiscent of late-1980s acts New Kids on the Block, Janet
Jackson, and Paula Abdul.
Popular music is always searching for the novel. However, the black
ballads of the early 1990s demonstrate the contrary impulse as well,
an effort to give respect to the past. These singers cultivated many
traditional features of black music, especially vocal ornamentation,
in their ballads. Wedded to contemporary grooves and modern mar-

keting techniques, ornamentation became a more dominant feature
in American popular singing than it had ever been.
NOTES

1. This does not mean that such pop-cultural products did not rely at all on ste
types, or did not invent new ones: Martin, in particular, even expanded on th
many ways, especially misogynist ones; see, e.g., Kristal Brent Zook, Color by Fo

Fox Network and the Revolution in Black Television (Oxford: Oxford University Press

and Herman Gray, Watching Race: Television and the Strugglefor "Blackness" (Mi
olis: University of Minnesota Press, 1995). Gray, Zook, and others emphasize ho
growth of cable programming and VCR ownership among more affluent sectors

population (overwhelmingly white) allowed Fox to successfully market their
centered programming. For a general discussion of the place of stereotypes in
can-American pop culture in this period, see Nelson George, Buppies, B-Boys, B

Bohos: Notes on Post-Soul Black Culture (New York: HarperCollins, 1992). Scholarl
erature on African-American representation in music and other forms of popula
ture is growing daily. However, the cult of "authenticity" has attracted scholars fa
to "distinctly" African-American genres such as hip hop, funk, jazz, blues, spir
and rhythm and blues of earlier periods. The discussion throughout should be
the context of this growing literature, e.g. Tricia Rose, Black Noise: Rap Music and
Culture in Contemporary America (Hanover, N.H.: Wesleyan University Press, 1994

Boyd, Am I Black Enough for You?: Popular Culture from the 'Hood and Beyond (Bloo

ton: Indiana University Press, 1997) and The New H.N.I.C (Head Niggas in Charg
Death of Civil Rights and the Reign of Hip Hop (New York: New York University
2003); Brian Ward, Just My Soul Responding: Rhythm and Blues, Black Consciousne
Race Relations (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998); Guthrie P. Ramsey
Race Music: Black Cultures from Bebop to Hip-Hop (Berkeley: University of Calif
Press, 2003); and Mark Anthony Neal, What the Music Said: Black Popular Music an
Public Culture (New York: Routledge, 1999). One of the underlying themes (no
developed here) is the identification of hip-hop with lower-class black culture
ever the actual background of the artists), while black ballads in particular exem
middle-class values. For instance Neal, in What the Music Said, 36-37 and 126-29
references Motown's middle-class/crossover associations (including the "Quiet S
black radio format, referenced below), but the vast bulk of his analysis concerns
sic representing the black underclass. His more recent work, in Soul Babies: Black
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ular Culture and the Post-Soul Aesthetic (New York: Routledge, 2002) and Songs in the
Key of Black Life: A Rhythm and Blues Nation (New York: Routledge, 2003), more thor-

oughly emphasizes the negotiations of the "post-soul" generation between "keeping
it real" and succeeding in the mainstream (with references to such artists as Patti LaBelle, R. Kelly, Jill Scott, and Alicia Keys). Still, given the popular success of the artists
discussed below (and in contrast to the scholarly focus on popular black figures in other
arenas, such as Bill Cosby, Oprah Winfrey, Toni Morrison, the Wayans brothers, and
Spike Lee), the musical practices and social meanings of ballads sung by African-Americans remain underdeveloped areas of scholarly inquiry.

2. According to Michael Eric Dyson, Hall's show constituted "a projection of a
specific African-American male perspective filtered through the various strands of
American popular culture" to a wider audience. Dyson, Reflecting Black: African-American Cultural Criticism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), 19. Hall's
unashamed use of black pop-cultural styles and their attendant associations with youth
culture (his arm-spinning greeting or "Things that make you go 'Mmm"' routine, derived from the rap-dance song by C+C Music Factory, made contemporary leaders of
the late-night talk show, Johnny Carson and David Letterman, outdated by comparison. Things happened that never would have on Carson or Letterman, like Hall asking singing group The Boys if they pray. In a more social-activist moment, Hall produced his show on the night of the April 29, 1992, Los Angeles riots, with Jesse Jackson
as featured guest.

3. On the increased presence of African-Americans in popular culture in the 1980s
and early 1990s, see Greg Tate, Flyboy in the Buttermilk: Essays on Contemporary America

(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1992); Stuart Hall, "What Is This 'Black' in Black Popular Culture?" in Black Popular Culture: A Project by Michele Wallace, ed. Gina Dent (Seattle: Bay Press, 1992), 21-33; George, Buppies; bell hooks, Outlaw Culture: Resisting Rep-

resentations (New York: Routledge, 1994); Jacqueline Bobo, Black Women as Cultural
Readers (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995); and Michael Eric Dyson, Reflecting Black and Between God and Gangsta Rap: Bearing Witness to Black Culture (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1996).
4. Although my main focus is on the singer's contribution, all elements of the songs
discussed below are determined by a number of people, the most important of whom
is the producer. Leading producers of the late 1980s, especially of African-American
ballads, include Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis, Michael Masser, Marcus Miller, Narada

Michael Walden, and Quincy Jones. Thorough and honest accounts of collaborative
music-making processes are hard to find, for any number of reasons, most importantly a marketing focus on the singer/artist.

5. Joel Whitburn, Top R&B Singles 1942-1995 (Menomonee Falls, Wis.: Record Research, 1996), 208. Throughout this study, I will refer to Billboard's charts. I realize that
each chart-system reflects different constituencies, but Billboard has become the dominant one and is the most widely available. If no citation is offered, the Billboard cita-

tion is from Whitburn, Top R&B (which also has a column for the Top 100 positions
for r&b songs) and/or Whitburn, The Billboard Book of Top 40 Hits (New York: Billboard,

1996). The date that accompanies the citation of a song reflects either its release as a
single or its release as part of an album, whichever comes first.
6. Whitburn, Top R&B, 18-19.
7. The central role of vocal ornamentation is acknowledged, but not yet well discussed, in the academic literature; see, e.g., Jon Fitzgerald, "Motown Crossover Hits
1963-1966 and the Creative Process," Popular Music 14, no. 1 (January 1995): 1-11. Indepth discussion of vocal ornamentation in African-American music of the 1960s (including issues of ethnicity and musical transcription) appear in, e.g., David Brackett,
"James Brown's 'Superbad' and the Double-Voiced Utterance," in his Interpreting Popular Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 108-56; and Peter Winkler,
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"Writing Ghost Notes: The Poetics and Politics of Transcription," in Keeping Score: M

Disciplinarity, Culture, ed. David Schwarz, Anahid Kassabian, and Lawrence Si
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1997), 169-203. Performers, of cou

understand well its role; for instance, according to singer Brandy, "[When] I'm u
stage and can see their reaction, like if I do something like [hums a filler roula
they're really feeling it with me and that makes me happy." MTV Top 20 Countd
(MTV, Feb. 16,1996).
8. Further discussion of ethnic signifiers in vocal popular-music performance pra
tices, in all its complexities, is needed; Dayne and Bolton quite self-consciously
black models for their singing, Bolton in particular: the period 1990-91 found him
ering "Georgia on My Mind" in a style more than reminiscent of Ray Charles's o
crossover cover (1960), utilizing "significant" elements (according to a 1994 court
ing) from the Isley Brothers' same-named "Love Is a Wonderful Thing" (1966), a
most successfully, covering Percy Sledge's "When a Man Loves a Woman" (1966).
viewing the list above, it is not insignificant that two of these leading singers are

adian-Adams (Anglophone) and Dion (Francophone)-and two others are Bri

(Michael and Meat Loaf). Another fruitful area of future analysis is the analogous r
of ornamentation in (crossover) country music (e.g., Dolly Parton, Garth Brooks, Vi
Gill, Reba McEntire, Faith Hill, and the Dixie Chicks).

9. On Adams' "(Everything I Do) I Do It for You," see Middleton, "Popular Mus
Analysis and Musicology: Bridging the Gap," anthologized in Reading Pop: Approa
to Textual Analysis in Popular Music, ed. Middleton (New York: Oxford University Pr
2000), 113-16; on "Thought I'd Died and Gone to Heaven," see Bjornberg, "Struct
Relationships of Music and Images in Music Video," in Reading Pop, ed. Middleto

363-66.

10. These three specifically were singled out by Toni Braxton in the liner notes of

her 1996 CD, Secrets.

11. I prefer "etiquette" rather than the more general term "aesthetic" because I want
to make use of the "good manners," middle-class bourgeois connotations of the term.
Not that the ornamentation discussed here is only "nice" (in fact, many critics and listeners find it downright annoying), but in the sense that the intensity and styles of
ornamentation work closely with the songs' form, there is, quite contrary to the usual
criticism that these singers are indiscriminate with their ornaments, a clear sense of
"manners" (not that there are not examples of clear mannerism). A further discussion
of musical blackness and class in this period occurs in chapter 3 of the dissertation
from which this article is extracted, "One Sweet Day: Vocal Ornamentation and Style
in the African-American Popular Ballad, 1991-1995," Ph.D. diss., University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, 2000.
12. Charles Hamm, "Popular Music: Since 1940," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), 20:110-11; and Nicholas
Temperley, "Ballad," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2:76. Strangely,

despite the greater attention to popular music in the second edition of The New Grove
(2000), reference to the popular ballad (as distinct from its Euro-American ancestor)

has been diminished: the only reference I know of appears in Peter Manuel's article
on "Popular Music: World Popular Music," 20:53-66. On the other hand, in illustrating the pop ballad's ubiquity and broad set of functions, he offers a clear critique and
call to action: "Although neglected by ethnomusicologists, international versions of the
pop ballad, from pop Java to the songs of Julio Iglesias, are increasingly pervasive features of world music cultures" (159).
13. One can certainly trace the use of ballads in radio formats as tonic-to-daily-life
in the late-night black radio shows often called "Quiet Storm" or "Mellow Madness,"
as well as the soft-rock/adult contemporary selections on the nationally syndicated
nighttime show Delilah, one purpose of which is, according to the host, "to get back in
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touch with your feelings," which are more central to romantic ballads than other genres.
For a brief discussion of the "Quiet Storm" format and its attendant musical functions
and middle-class associations, see Neal, What the Music Said, 126-29. Indeed, this func-

tion links contemporary ballads to the entire bourgeois song tradition, beginning in
the nineteenth-century United States and in Europe from at least the sixteenth century. See Jon Finson, The Voices That Are Gone: Themes in Nineteenth-Century American Pop-

ular Song (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994).
14. Cf. Alf Bjornberg's discussion of the most common ballad-form in rock of roughly

the same period (VCVCBVCC) in "Structural Relationships of Music and Images in

Music Video," 363.

15. This concept was introduced into ethnomusicology by Mantle Hood in "The
Challenge of Bi-Musicality," Ethnomusicology 4 (1960): 55-59, and is now an idea in regular circulation. For an enlightening discussion of r&b crossover and the Billboard charts
in the mid-1960s, see David Brackett, "The Politics and Practice of 'Crossover' in Amer-

ican Popular Music, 1963 to 1965," Musical Quarterly 78, no. 4 (1994): 774-97. For discussion of another crossover phenomenon, see John Covach, "Jazz-Rock? Rock-Jazz?
Stylistic Crossover in Late-1970s American Progressive Rock," in Expression in Pop-Rock
Music, ed. Walter Everett (New York: Garland, 2000), 113-34.
16. Brackett, Interpreting Popular Music, 22-23.
17. An altar call refers to the portion of an evangelical or missionary church service,
near the end, when the preacher or minister calls those who want to accept Jesus Christ
as their personal savior to come to the front (whether a literal altar or not) where the
sinner will be ministered to. See Arthur Paris, Black Pentecostalism: Southern Religion in
an Urban World (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1982), 67-69.
18. Brackett, Interpreting Popular Music, 22-23.
19. For a pointed refutation of this trope, see Brian Ward and Jenny Walker, "'Bring-

ing the Races Closer'?: Black-Oriented Radio in the South and the Civil Rights Movement," in Dixie Debates: Perspectives on Southern Cultures, ed. Richard H. King and Helen
Taylor (New York: New York University Press, 1996). My understanding of the devel-

opment of and issues concerning (black) crossover music relies on and responds to
work including Brackett, "Politics of Crossover" (who cites others); Ward, Just My Soul

Responding, 127-42; Jon Fitzgerald, "Motown Crossover Hits 1963-1966 and the Creative Process," Popular Music 14, no. 1 (1995): 1-31; and Steve Perry, "Ain't No Mountain High Enough: The Politics of Crossover," in Facing the Music, ed. Simon Frith (New
York: Pantheon, 1988), 8-50. Ward finds writing a history of this period difficult because black writers and informants tend to project back a more intense racial consciousness than existed. Interestingly, the paradigmatic black crossover music-makers Mo-

town Records (founded by Berry Gordy) utilized slow-tempoed ballads very little,
relying much more on faster tempos and grooves to entice his target market, white
teenagers.
20. Guthrie P. Ramsey Jr., "Who Hears Here? Black Music, Critical Bias, and the Musicological Skin Trade," Musical Quarterly 85, no. 1 (Spring 2001): 1-52; the quoted phrases come from pp. 32 and 38.
21. Ibid., 32. The present study, to use other terms of Ramsey, is almost strictly "professional" rather than "confessional" with regard to representing blackness, or, to be
more precise, a white professional response to articulations of musical blackness.
22. Quincy Jones, interviewed on Charlie Rose (PBS, April 1999).
23. My own experiences with black ballad-singing helped determine the features of
this study. Beyond my general familiarity of and intimacy with this music (as both listener and vocalist), my more analytical knowledge came at a time when I was pursuing another dissertation topic, but one with certain shared features: nineteenth-century opera, a time of transition between relatively unornamented scores in the vocal part,
which depended on singers to ornament themselves (in a mix of shared convention
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and personal idiom), and scores in which the composer determined more of this
other performance details. In this context, it was natural that attention to the inte
play of relatively fixed forms and more individual nuances of (especially melodic
pects of compositions and/or performances went beyond opera, to the range of
ular, jazz, folk-traditional, country, and art music available to me. The Eastman Sch

of Music's "Cross(over) Relations" conference (1996), organized by Robert Fink a
Dan Harrison, motivated my first attempt to bring analytical attention to black
singing, and it ultimately became my dissertation topic.
24. In fact, my choosing to hyphenate the words "African-American" rather t
keeping the words separate reflects a certain ideological stance on my part. One
also contend rightly that equating African-American with a U.S. citizen of African

scent is presumptuous. Further, throughout the text, I juggle the terms "African-Am

ican" and "black" somewhat, although I tend to use the vernacular term "black" w
I refer to people, experiences, and songs, and "African-American" when I discuss m
theoretical and ideological matters. For a parallel explanation of these issues of n
ing, see Gray, Watching Race, 10-13.
25. Michael Eric Dyson, "Mariah Carey and 'Authentic' Black Music," in Between G
and Gangsta Rap (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 143-47; also see variou

lusions to the race debate about Carey in the press, e.g., Janine McAdams, "199

Review: The Rhythm and the Blues," Billboard, Dec. 22, 1990, 36 (she attempts to de
tivate the debate by calling it "superficial").

26. Dyson, "Mariah Carey and 'Authentic' Black Music," 145.

27. Mariah Carey, interviewed on the Oprah Winfrey Show, Nov. 9, 1999.
28. Samuel A. Floyd Jr., The Power of Black Music: Interpreting Its History from Afr
ca to the United States (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), 80. At the same tim

Floyd indicates a distrust of crossover musicians: in comparison with these "gr

[male] southern blues musicians,... it was the female singer who had the pu
appeal and nonthreatening countenance and behavior requisite for success in
more intimate new nightclub settings" (80-81). While he acknowledges the po
of such crossover artists (especially when discussing ragtime, jazz, and, later in

book, Aretha Franklin, Motown, and the "Philly" soul of the 1960s and '70s), his
orizing of African retentions forces the musical descendents of those female sin
(e.g., the ballad singers of the 1990s) to be seen not as vehicles for complex mu
expressions of a different time, rather as "vapid," "pseudo-," and suspected of
ing too far astray" (85, 86, 205).
29. Philip Tagg, "Open Letter: 'Black Music,' 'Afro-American Music,' and 'Europ
Music,"' Popular Music 8, no. 3 (October 1989): 285-98.
30. The ubiquity of the 1990s' style of ornamentation in some recent pop, r&b, an
on American Idol has motivated a good deal of rather thoughtless criticism (and, in
of such criticism a decade ago, it is old hat); one example that is less simplistic is J
Rosen, "The State of American Singing As Heard on 'I-I-I-I-I-I-Idol,"' New York Tim
May 18, 2003, 2, 24. Although Rosen lumps a number of singers with different art
senses into a pile for whom use of vocal melisma is a "trick," she does acknowl
that its use is in a grand tradition, and that melisma's use with regard to musi
lyrical meaning can be thrilling. Her summary of these modern singers' credo, "
er hesitate to warble seven notes where one would suffice," makes great press c
of course, but it does an injustice, I believe, to the repertory as a whole, as well as
sulting and invalidating the many artists, critics, and fans who find a number of th
ballads, and the ornamentation the singers utilize, emotionally satisfying.
31. Janine McAdams, "The Rhythm and the Blues," Billboard, Dec. 22, 1990, 36.
32. After summarizing the Milli Vanilli controversy, one reporter commented, "A
this year's ceremonies, Milli Vanilli was the punchline for some of [Gary] Shandl
jokes, and Mariah Carey demonstrated her vocal prowess before winning the Best N
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Artist award"; New York Times, Feb. 21, 1991, C13. See also Chuck Philips, "Read Her
Lips: R&B Singer Says Hot Dance Hit Is Lip-Synched," Los Angeles Times, March 12,
1991, F2.

33. For Mariah Carey's response to criticism of her work and motives, see "Mariah
Carey Soars with New Soulful Album 'Butterfly,"' Jet, Nov. 3, 1997, 58-61. Beyond the
ultra-high vocals, her penchant (and talent) for ornamented singing has encouraged
some praise but more reproach. For instance, Vicki Woods, in a campy piece for Vogue,
recounts the usual snipes about Carey's greeting-card songs and overinflated produc-

tion style: "Mariah likes to sing with an enormous amount of decoration and color.
No word or phrase is left to hang naked in the empty air.... Onstage, she likes to dance

through a vocal gymnastic routine... it's like too many iced cookies"; Woods, "The
Lady Is a Vamp," in [Europe] Vogue, December 1994, 282-87. Like Houston, Carey's
career continues, including a number of personal and professional problems, including a breakdown in fall 2001 (during her media blitz for the ill-fated film Glitter). For

an overview (including leaving Sony Music for Virgin Records, then Universal), see
Laura M. Holson, "Mariah Carey and Universal Agree to Terms of Record Deal," New
York Times, May 9, 2002, C1.

34. Robert Walser acknowledges the central role of Edmonds in this era, as well as
the centrality of pop ballads in the 1990s, in his overview, "The Rock and Roll Era," in
The Cambridge History of American Music, ed. David Nicholls (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998), 386. I discussed the irony of Babyface "teaching" Clapton how
to produce a mainstream pop ballad ("Change the World" [1996]) in my paper, "Ken-

neth 'Babyface' Edmonds and Musical Blackness in Contemporary Popular Music" at
the International Association for the Study of Popular Music conference (Pittsburgh,
Pa.) in October 1997.
35. "Record Rack: Why Can't All Men Be Like Babyface?" Los Angeles Times, Dec. 8,

1996, Fl.

36. Asondra Hunter, "Food for the Soul," Today's Black Woman's Guide to Good Love
1, no. 4 (Fall 1997): 32-35.
37. Certainly African-American audiences for this repertory judge singers' execution
as appropriate or inappropriate, well done or poorly done. This process of immediate
judging goes on every week at Amateur Night on Showtime at the Apollo, a broadcast
syndicated around the United States. In it, the solo singers who appear typically perform r&b standards such as "And I Am Telling You" or "I Would If I Could." Much
like nineteenth-century American audiences (see Lawrence Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow:
The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America [Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1988]), this audience is knowledgeable and vocal about its expectations; see Gino Stefani, "A Theory of Musical Competence," Semiotica 66, no. 3 (1987): 7-22. Persons not
living up to the standard are booed off stage, swept off by a clown character.
38. Ray Allen discusses the etiquette or, in his term, "ethno-aesthetics" of black gospel performance in Singing in the Spirit: African-American Sacred Quartets in New York
City (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1991): "While spiritual commitment is essential, [quartet singers] will also be judged on their ability to sing, speak,
and move in accordance with a culturally defined set of aesthetic norms that are readily
recognized by the African-American church community.... [These singers] acknowledge that a mastery of certain expressive skills... enable[s] them to stir their audiences and set the stage for collective spiritual ecstasy.... This is best accomplished,
the local singers reflect, through the delicate balancing of originality and personalization with cooperation and control" (142-43). Although well divorced from a sacred
context, black ballad performance nevertheless retains this tension between stylistic
continuity and personal interpretation. Allen rightly draws a parallel between the group
cooperation versus individuality tension in gospel music and the same tension within
African-American expressive culture as a whole (150-51).
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Other musical repertories have different priorities. For instance, in so-called alternative rock, the voice may serve as part of the overall texture (rather than a clear lead)

and melodic embellishment is rarely used (although vocal timbral changes may become an issue). In songs by singer-songwriters, the words take on great importance
and the vocal approach is linked to them. In African-American ballad singing, nuanc
es of vocal style are clearly central.
39. For a good introduction to certain Anglo-American vocal ornamentation styles
see Sammie Ann Wickes, "A Belated Salute to the 'Old Way' of 'Snaking' the Voice o
its (ca) 345th Birthday," Popular Music 8, no. 1 (January 1989): 59-96.
40. Hugh Gregory, Soul Music A-Z (New York: Perseus, 1995), 145.
41. This cross-marketing of a song by different artists has continued: examples include Sting, "I'm So Happy That I Can't Stop Crying" (1996; successfully covered by
Toby Keith [with Sting], 1997); "God Must Have Spent a Little More Time on You" (pop

group 'N Sync, 1998; and country band Alabama [with 'N Sync], 1999); and Dian
Warren's "Could Not Ask for More" (Edwin McCain, 1999, for Kevin Costner's film

Message in a Bottle; and country singer Sara Evans, 2000). In a related move, the Dream-

works 1998 movie The Prince of Egypt released two "specialty" soundtracks in addi
tion to the central one, subtitled "Inspirational" (contemporary Christian) and "Nash
ville," respectively; and Shania Twain's 2002 collection Up! included two CDs of the
same songs in mainstream ("Red") and country ("Green") arrangements; another se
of arrangements ("Blue"), which Twain describes in her liner notes as "more rhythmic
with an Eastern [sic] influence," is available online at <http://shaniatwain.com/musicaudio.asp>.
42. This is Parton's partial explanation for the song in various interviews, e.g. with
Melvyn Bragg, The South Bank Show/Bravo Profiles, April 9,1999, in Britain/Sept. 16, 1999,

in the United States, coproduced by Great Britain's BBC 4 and Bravo Television). Parton's recording of "I Will Always Love You" is rather unornamented for her, certainly

in comparison to other of her "mainstream" songs, such as "Here You Come Again"
(1977, by Barry Mann and Cynthia Weil) and "Islands in the Stream" (1983, duet with
Kenny Rogers, written by the Bee Gees, who also produced Parton's second recording
of "I Will Always Love You" for her 1982 movie The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas, which

was a number one country hit and a minor pop one), and even in contrast to her selfpenned country songs, e.g., "Coat of Many Colors" (1971) or "Jolene" (1974).
43. bell hooks discusses this stereotype, with specific reference to inter-ethnic stereotypes in movies, and praises The Bodyguard, with due reservation, in "Seduction and
Betrayal: The Crying Game Meets The Bodyguard," in Outlaw Culture, 53-62. Contrary
to what might be expected of a progressive cultural critic, she argues that The Crying
Game perpetuates the tragic inter-ethnic romance stereotype, extending it to gender-

ambiguous people, while The Bodyguard convincingly shows a successful interracial
romance. hooks writes, "Hollywood's traditional message about interracial sex has been
that it is tragic, that it will not work. Until Spike Lee made Jungle Fever, that xenophobic, racist message had been primarily brought to us courtesy of white filmmakers.
That message has not changed [until The Bodyguard]." While her interpretation has giv-

en me more to think about concerning identity-representation issues in cinematic
hermeneutics and of The Bodyguard specifically, I am not converted from my belief that
the movie's sudden happy ending does little to alter anyone's perceptions of inter-ethnic romance. In fact, it is the suddenness of the movie's finale that weakens its power
to transform the difficulty of the relationship into a true reconciliation. In fact, the sin-

gle (used, as is common, as a precis of the movie) expresses the romance in terms of
tragedy: they must part, she is left to cry. My interpretation is supported by the continued popularity of the song, especially on soft-rock radio stations, while the movie
only had its network television premiere in February 2000. Tragic romance remains
more compelling than a successful one, especially an inter-ethnic one.
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44. Bronson, Billboard Number One Hits, 813.

45. More commonly, Ms. Houston is the subject of jokes by stand-up comics, other
entertainment personalities, and common folk due to her turbulent marriage to "bad
boy" r&b singer Bobby Brown: their (in)fidelity, parenting, spousal abuse, and career
competition. Controversies concerning Houston rose again beginning in 2000, with regard to her alleged use of drugs: one incident (from January 2000) concerned an ultimately dropped marijuana-possession charge in Hawaii; the second was her failure to
perform at the induction of her mentor, Arista Records founder Clive Davis, to the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame (March 6, 2000); and the most dramatic story involved a planned
performance of "Over the Rainbow" at the Academy Awards on March 26, 2000, musically directed by Burt Bacharach. People Weekly contrasted the judgments of Jane La-

Bonte, an Academy Award spokesperson, with that of Bacharach. "The poor lady
couldn't sing," LaBonte said. Bacharach's opinion was more pointed: "Whitney's chronic
condition is very sad" (emphasis mine). Country crossover singer Faith Hill was tapped
to substitute for Houston within two days. Jill Smolowe et al., People Weekly 53, no. 15
(Apr. 17, 2000): 94-100. Further stories and gossip about marital and other life-troubles continue to the present.
46. Bronson, Billboard Number One Hits, 813.

47. Ibid. Davis has said in multiple contexts (e.g., in an interview on CNN's Newswatch on May 9, 2000) that for him, Houston mixes the "fiery gospel sound of an Aretha
Franklin with the sensitive feeling for a lyric, like a Lena Home." Davis was unfortu-

nately pushed out of his job as head of Arista by the label's owners at Bertelsmann
Music Group, replacing him with longtime producer and executive L.A. Reid (who coproduced music with "Babyface" Edmonds in the late 1980s and early '90s); for an overview, see Josh Tyrangiel, "Greatest Hitmaker," Time 161, no. 8 (Feb. 24, 2003): 59. Falling revenues for music recording have affected all record companies in the past few
years, but particularly lackluster sales for Arista Records under Reid (and perhaps other
factors) led to him abruptly leaving Arista in January 2004. See Laura M. Holson, "Chief
Executive of Arista Resigns amid Steep Losses," New York Times, Jan. 14, 2004, C4.
48. For a musicological exploration of such an example, see Stan Hawkins, "Prince:
Harmonic Analysis of 'Anna Stesia,"' Popular Music 11, no. 3 (October 1992): 325-35;
reprinted in Reading Pop, ed. Middleton, 58-70.
49. An African-American male coworker once explained it this way: "When you see
that [gesturing to an attractive young woman] walk by, you go, 'Ooo, yeah.'... Now
you know where it's coming from." Another added, "It's like foreplay, a teaser." My
coworker concluded, "You break the code if you don't go, 'Ooo, yeah."' This genesis
does not account for many intros, especially by female singers, but it is by no means
alien to the affect of the gesture as a whole.
50. One example that does come to mind is Barbara Streisand, "Evergreen" (1977),
a song with little or no discernible reference to black music. The presence of nonverbal vocalizing in "Evergreen" does introduce the voice to the audience, a function not
alien to black ballads. In terms of affect, Streisand's vocalizing in "Evergreen" connotes
an easygoing musing rather than the more impassioned affect of most examples in the
present repertory.

Significantly in the late 1990s, there appeared numerous teenage white pop singers
who fairly closely imitate the singers in the present repertory and specifically sometimes begin songs with the nonverbal vocalizing, the best of which (in demonstrating
vocal-ornamentation skill) is Christina Aguilera, "What a Girl Wants" (1999).
51. Euro-American singers have taken on this imperative to some extent: listen to
the parallel approaches of both white and black singers on the pop-stardom "reality
show," American Idol (Fox, 2002).

52. While "I'll Be There" is unorthodox in comparison to the Tin Pan Alley AABA
form or the modified verse-chorus format of popular music from the 1960s to the
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present, it is very typical of the form
Berry Gordy is one of the cowriters of
the hook ("I'll be there"). Joe McEwen
form as ababcc (the structure of "You
Illustrated History of Rock & Roll, ed
Stone, 1980), 237-38. In this way, "I'll B
However, for an important critique of
for abstraction, not helpful in commun
Steven Huebner, "Lyric Form in Ottocen
tion 117 (1992): 123-47.
53. Allen, Singing in the Spirit, 119-25.
54. Ibid., 120-21; and Horace Clarence
pel Music," in More than Dancing, ed.
1985), 136-38.
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